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JUDGE IDA CARACCIOLO LECTURES AT IMLI
Judge Ida Caracciolo (Judge of the International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea (ITLOS)),
delivered a lecture on 3 May to the IMLI Class of 2020-2021 entitled ‘Management of The
Case: Identification of Legal Advisors, Creation of Legal Team, Coordination of the Team,
Appointment of Agents.’ Judge Caracciolo was welcomed by Professor David Attard (Director,
IMLI). He informed the participants that it was opportune that Judge Caracciolo would address
them in this subject area especially considering that she has represented her country in several
cases, affording her a unique experience. The lecture of Judge Caracciolo forms part of the
IMLI Specialized Course on Peaceful Settlement of Maritime Disputes and attended by 103
Government nominated participants from over 80 countries.
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Judge Caracciolo thanked Professor Attard for his warm welcome and expressed her pleasure
to be given the opportunity to speak on the topic, as it would allow her to share her personal
experiences as counsel in various international courts and tribunals. As a former participant a
while ago in the IMLI Courses herself, she registered her pride at being able to also share her
knowledge base with current participants. In her lecture, Judge Caracciolo discussed at length
on the organisation and management of a case in line with maritime disputes, taking into
consideration ITLOS and the International Court of Justice (ICJ). In discussing the
management of the legal team in cases of international disputes, Judge Caracciolo explained
the rules on defence by the legal team, the composition of same, the work carried out within
the team and the process of the dissolution or termination of the team.
Judge Caracciolo serves as the head or participant in several research projects on International
Law and the Law of the Sea also funded by the Italian National Research Council. She was the
Legal Expert, Legal Affairs Service, Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs and International
Cooperation and a Member of the Italian delegation for several bilateral negotiations, and
Speaker at several conferences and workshops in Italy and abroad on International Law and in
particular on the Law of the Sea. She was the Director of the Master’s Degree in “Economy,
Politics and Law of the Sea”, Faculty of Political Studies, University of Naples 2 and a Full
Professor of International Law, Department of Political Sciences, University of Campania
“Luigi Vanvitelli” (previously Naples 2). Judge Caracciolo is also President of the MA Course
in “International Relations and Organizations”, Department of Political Science, University of
Campania “Luigi Vanvitelli”. She has acted as Ad hoc judge in the European Court of Human
Rights (application n. 58428/13, Berlusconi v. Italy). She is currently also a Professor of
Advanced International Law (in English), University of Naples “Federico II” and a Barrister
in the Rome Bar. Judge Caracciolo is a Visiting Professor in International Law and the Law of
the Sea at different foreign universities and a Lecturer on the Law of the Sea in numerous postdegree courses in institutions of higher education and other high training colleges in Italy.
She is a Member of several prestigious bodies and is active in academic writings with numerous
impressive publications in her name.
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